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Legislative Report
Policy Change Would Ignore History Of Success, By lohn B. Hawkins, AIA

t will be many years before the American people
learn whether they have gained or lost more from
the revolutionary reversal of political tides that
occurred in the election of 7994. Will the swing to
hard fiscal conservatism prove to be an instance of elected bodies making historically courageous and difficult
but essential changes in policy, or the loss of a generation
of hard-won social progress?
Surely, some cost-reduction programs, though painful,
are reasonable and necessary sacrifices to be endured;
others are misguided policy, and reduce benefit without
any attendant savings. One such potentially harmful
measure has reared its head recently and could affect significantly the way public-owned buildings are conceived,
designed and built. In late 1995, the UNC-Chapel Hill
Board of Trustees has expressed an intention to seek discretionary exemption for UNC-CH from an existing
statute that currently requires the university and other
state agencies to select architecture and engineering firms
for the design of state buildings "on the basis of demonstrated competence and qualification ... without regard to
fee ... and thereafter to negotiate a contract for these services at a fair and reasonable fee."
In other words, there is a perception among these
leaders, that the good tax-paying citizens of North
Carolina could expect to realize significant savings in certain construction projects by changing the law to allow
the selection of architects and other design professionals
on the basis of the lowest proposed fee as well as on the
qualifications of the firms under consideration.
Unfortunately, this view does not consider the compelling case that was made for the Qualification-Based
Selection (QBS) statute to win its enactment in 7987.
It also ignores the available data concerning its success. Studies made in Florida and Maryland concluded
that the alternative systems which solicited competitive
fees as a primary method of selection mostly resulted in
construction time delays and was significantly more
expensive to implement. Here in North Carolina, the QBS
process has been judged by members of the State
Building Commission and others to have been a success

in providing the highest quality design services for the
taxpayers' money.
It is discouraging enough to architects and engineers
that the board would consider the adoption of a system
that is less efficient, actually costs their clients more
rather than less, and trifles with the razor-thin profit

6
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margin that sustains the
quality of their services.
Even more troublesome is a
seeming lack of concern by
the board about the value
of quality design on our

university campuses. The
outcome of this issue will
leave a legacy that will
endure for years.
A friend recently shared
with me a book illustrating
well the value of good
architectural design in one
B.
Hazakins,
AIA
lohn
mid-sized communitv.
Until World War II,
Columbus, Indiana,was, in appearance, similar to many
other midwestern towns.In1942, noted Finnish 6migr6architect Eliel Saannen was commissioned by the First
Christian Church in Columbus to design its new sanctuary and classroom complex. The new church was one of
the first-and is still one of the most striking-examples
of modern ecclesiastical architecture in America.
Impressed with the contribution that this building
made to the community, executives at Cummins Engine
Company proposed a visionary plan to the Columbus
school board:
The company would create a foundation to pay architectural fees for new school buildings with the provision
that the board agree to select nationally distinguished
architectural firms to design them. The proposal was
accepted by the school board and a series of 72 unique
school projects followed over the next three decades.
The Cummins program was soon extended to other
public buildings. Influenced by this success, projects
were designed by noted architects even without the benefit of the foundation's incentive. Rather than preempt
the contributions of local architects, the work of national
designers served to elevate and inspire the quality of
buildings designed by homegrown talent. The remarkable environment created in Columbus has been the subject of articles in national and international publications,
and each year thousands of people visit to see for themselves what an enlightened approach to building and
urban design can achieve.
The idea of importing a marquee-level cast of architects has been used most recently-with great effect-in

the new town of Celebration being built near Orlando,
prompted one writer in a national journal to describe the
Florida, by the Walt Disney Corporation. Conceived part- new Disney town as "kind of a Columbus, Indiana, meetly as an effort to change the perception of the company
ing Columbus, Georgia."
as a pure entertainment conglomerate, Celebration is the
There are good lessons to be learned in Chapel Hill
latest, and probably most refined example of the sofrom these examples, both for the developers of the new
called "ne'w urbanism" school of town planning made
large mixed-use projects emerging on the edges of town,
famous in Seaside, Florida, and Laguna Beach, California. and for university executives and advisors. Recently, the
This movement draws its
UNC Department of
inspiration from the
Administration, which
structures of villages and
has been directed by the
towns of the late nineUNC-CH Board of
teenth and early twentiUNC-CII Trustee$ $hould think twice before
Trustees to seek, for
eth centuries and seeks
UNC-CH, an amendment
to replicate the compoto the existing
ctlnpromising design colnpotenco to save
nents of these that foster
Qualification-Based

vital self-sustaining
small-scale neighbor-

nickels ilnd dimes.

hoods.

Celebration will have
a clearly defined town

center that includes, among other projects to come, a
town hall designed by Phillip fohnson, a post office by
Michael Graves, a Robert Venturi bank, and a cinema by
Cesar Pelli & Associates. The houses themselves, to be
planned within the guidelines of an elaborate "pattern
book" of six basic architectural styles-all traditional and
allowing extensive variation in the combination of
parts-will be designed by lesser-known regional architects. This marriage of celebrity with local design talent

Selection statute, wisely
referred the matter back
to the chancellor and the

board, indicating that
further studv of this
issue is required before they may proceed with such a
potentially important change in policy. Perhaps this discovery process will illuminate the risk in that policy of
sacrificing professional design competence and possibly,
the quality of our campus environments in order to save
nickels and dimes.
lohn B. Hawkins, AIA, is a Chapel HilI architect who writes
regular column on design issues for the Chapel

HiIl
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youtRE pIANNING EVEN A stf,IAtt RENovATIoN ...

...PIAN ON SAVING MONEYWITH AT'{ARCHITECT.
Whether you're adding a bedroom or building a new home, it pays to call an architect.
meeting. By listening carefully to your specific wants and needs,
an architect can help you make the most of your space, speed up your renovatton.
and smooth out the hassles from start to finish.
Architects know how to keep a watchful eye on your budget throughout a proJect and
can help you avoid costly, last-minute changes.
you're
considering either renovating or building a new home, give us a call
So if
We can put you in touch with an AIA architect who'll interpret your needs.
And keep a ceiling on your budget.

It all starts with your first

IT PAYS TO CALL AN ARCHITECT.
AtA North Carotina,

115 West

Morgan Street, Rateigh, NC 27601, Phone (919) 833-6656

TIIE AMEITICAN
INSTITI]TE
OF ARCHITECTS

SASnt Video Production Facility
Locationl Cary

Architect:

Walter Davis Architect, P.A., Raleigh

General Contractor: Bobbitt & Associates, Raleigh

Construction ComPleted=

7992

Photographers: Allen Weiss, Brian Strickland, Tom Dwyer

required extensive programming of the technical,
acoustical and functional aspects of a state-of-the-art
video production facility. Simplified, this Program
broke down into three basic functions: filming, editing and viewing of video productions. These three
functions are delineated in the building with the creation of three distinctly independent forms and

acoustical "spacers" between them. This space
between accommodates the area of entry into the
office block and the auditorium block. The space
between the office block and the studio block provides the service and access area required for the
studios. A steel structured, metal skinned, volume
was created as an extension of the service area to
house the set construction, storage and vehicular

structures.

entrance for the project.

The filming of video transpires with the 15-inch
thick, poured-in-place-concrete structured studios
represented as the east block of the building. Editing
takes place within the brick-skinned, poured-inplace-concrete structured office block depicted as the
west portion of the building. Viewing of the completed product occurs in the precast-concrete
skinned, steel structured, auditorium block at the

The auditorium was to also assume the function of a
campus-wide gathering place and therefore came to
be thought of as a focal point. For this reason/ it was
given a pyramid-shaped roof to emphasize its centrality. The auditorium block was skewed to encourage an inviting main entrance from the campus'

he design of the Audio Visual Production Center

south end of the building.

Acoustically, the most effective method of preventing sound transmission is separation by distance'
Thus, the three functional blocks were placed with
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major vehicular and pedestrian artery. This skewing,
in turn, allows for the exterior amphitheater to be
created at the rear (east) of the building in a gesture
to the history of performing arts. The grand stairwd!r which serves as seating for the amphitheater,
provides a monumental entry statement from the
direction of the campus' future expansion.
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North Carolina Department Of Revenue
Location:

Architect:

Raleigh

J.N. Pease Associates, Charlotte

General Contractor: Metric Constructors, Charlotte

Construction Completed:

Photographer:

1993

Tim Buchman

he Department of Revenue Building completes the
enclosure of the Government Center Mall in Raleigh.
The massing of the building is a direct response to
the program and built context of the surrounding
site. Contextual issues shape the ends of the building. The north wall slants to face neighboring Peace
College and the Blount Historic District. The south
wall slants to open pedestrianplaza areas on the site
and extend the mall's interaction with the ground
plane of the building. The juxtaposition of the twostory granite rotunda to the rectangular massing of
the building emphasizes the sense of entry and pres-

open-office concept on a six-inch raised floor. Thus
functional and operational needs are met. The two-

story rotunda establishes a governmental presence
and identity for the Department on the Government
Center Mall.
The building's skin is a layered fabric of polished
and flamed granite and glass. A lower glass band

provides a view out, while an upper glass band is
designed with a fused ceramic coating pattern which
diffuses natural light and decreases heat gain.
Typical floors were designed for maximum flexibility by using a long-span structure to create columnfree spaces. A central "colonnade" serves as the

ence of public space.

The Revenue Building accommodates 77 departments in295,000 square feet on seven floors. The
basement houses a loading dock, building systems,
archival spaces and a pedestrian connection to the
Mall parking deck. From here the Department's "linear process" work flow begins. Tax forms and
returns are processed on several floors connected by
the cores. Public visitation and consultation is controlled around the north core. The south core is
secure. With the exception of the executive space on
the top floor, the entire building is organized in an

pedestrian, HVAC, electrical and telecommunications link between the two cores. Open office spaces
sit to either side of the colonnade between column
supports. From the circular and ceremonial reception point of the rotunda, the linear organization of
the building orients visitors and users to this central
colonnade and public (north) and private (south)
cores. On appropriate floors, conference rooms are
clustered around the north core to limit by design
spaces which are open to the public.
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MCI Network Management Center
Location: Cary

Architect: O'Brien/Atkins

Associates, P.A., Research Triangle Park

General Contractor: Barnhill Contracting

Co., Raleigh

Construction Completed: August 7994

Photographer:

Rick Alexander & Associates

he Network Management Center houses multiple

functions for MCI, including: the operational facilities for the company's regional, corporate-client,
long-distance activities; the nerve center for management of all network functions; and the staff that handles customer inquiries and problems. That portion
of the building, located on the second and third
floors, is in use 24 hours per day, seven days per
week.
14
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An Executive Briefing Center on the main level of
the building accommodates 72 to 15 guests. It
encompasses a video conference room adjacent to
the Network Management control room, a dining
room, lounge and lobby area.
The three floors above the entrance level are typical

office floors for personnel not directly involved with
management of the network or customer relations.

t
The open work spaces vary from 8xB feet on the uPper
floors to 5x7 feet in the Customer Service Center, with

bases where they are carried horizontally to the stations.

most of the Network Management Center having clusters
of more open layouts equating to about 50 square feet

mum energy consumption. It controls all HVAC equipment facility-wide. In addition, low voltage switching
utilizes time-of-d ay / tirrre clock overrides so that lights
will go out automatically. Other features include state-ofthe-art fluorescent lamp technology, UPS systems for
clean power to critical loads and on-site power generation.

Per person.

Power connections to open work stations are made
through "poke-throughs" in the concrete floors, while
most data feeds are from columns into systems furniture

The building management system was designed for opti-
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Chico's Casual Clothing

World Headquarters
Location: Fort Myers, Florida

Architect:

Moser Mayer phoenix Associates, p.A., Greensboro

General Contractor:

Bethlehem Construction Com pany, Albany, New york

Construction Completed: l9g4

Photographer:

Rick Alexander & Associates

his project involved the design of a world corporate
headquarters and distribution facility for a ladies
casual clothing company in Fort Myers, Florida. An
unusual aspect of the design challenge was to construct a building of brick, a material not commonly
used in Florida. To provide variety to the elevation
and reduce the overall scale of the building, the
architect proposed four shades of brick: black, red,
brown and tan. The massing of the building reflects
indigenous Florida architectural forms such as the
cupola in the central office area. Most importantly,
the architecture makes a statement about the corporation, its philosophy and its product.
The context of the 27-acre campus is a suburban
location with industrial buildings surrounding the
facility. Upon entering the site, one immediately
encounters a two-acre lake. The entrance drive presents selected vistas terminating at the rotunda, the
focal point of the building complex. The rotunda
16
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contains a two-story lobby and porte cochere for visitor drop-off and employee outdoor activities.
Immediately adjacent to the rotunda are the administrative offices which are housed in a large openstructure facility designed to promote openness and
accessibility. Central within the office area is a large
conference room that was designed to appear as a
building within a building, clad in brick with a
standing seam metal roof. serving as the common
link between the office and distribution area is the
cafeteria, characterizedby a serpentine glass curtain
wall.
The building consists of 45,000 square feet in office
area and 80,000 square feet of distribution space. The
development of this project featured the concept of
partnering, involving the owner, architect and construction manager. Design and construction documents were completed in 13 weeks and construction
completed in 10 months.
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Design qhat Makes
Economic Sense
-

/lrchltects take personal role ln Charlotte renortatlon
Kevin Kelley, AIA,
believes very strongly in not only his
profession, but in what his profession
can do for the community.
In Charlotte, Kelley has been one of the point
men in developing a historic area of the Queen City.
The area is located along a mile-long stretch of
the northern-most tip of South Boulevard. It was
once a hub of the city with many older, more historic buildings, but fell into disrepair as other areas
of the town captured developers' eyes.
s an architect,

The area was named South End. The name was
inspired by the West End area of Dallas, Texas, an
entertainment district much like the Church Street
section of Orlando, Florida.
The name was the brainchild of Kelley and

developer Tony Pressley.

Keltey is a principal in the architectural firm
Shook Design Group, which believed so much in
the project that they moved their offices into
Atherton Mill located at South End , and renovated
a warehouse for a restaurant and brewery in the
area .
"We took an existing warehouse, a very nondescript structure that no one would have considered and turned it into a restaurant," explained
Kelley about the Southend Brewery & Smokehouse.
"We pulled metal out, but used mostly the industrial architectural look that was already there."
And the renovation was done on a very tight
budget with just $1.2 million for a 77,000 square
foot project.
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"Our bankers said we were crazyt people
thought we were nuts, and no one knew where we
were," recollects Kelley. "Now Atherton Mill has
become a highly visible beacon in the area and
everyone knows where it is.
"We took a personal role in this project. We
named it and did all the graphics as well with consultants. We were willing to put our name on the
line that this area was worth investing in."
The project also took an eyesore away from the
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area.

"One of the nice things you get to do in renovating a building is to take a building that people may
not like and turn it into something that people can
enjoy and become very useful," said Kelley .
The Shook Design Group is used to working
with restaurants and areas where the public gathers. They design nationally for Golden Corral
restaurants, and Harris-Teeter.
This particular project was a chance to use all
their design skills. They believed that the olderlook, historic-look was in and that this building was
important.
"We are becoming much more relevant as architects," said Kelley."We are showing how design

General
Contraetor
Foard Collins
Doeree

Compleied
1995

can work economically-how design makes good
economic sense."

The area is also drawing interest from other
architects, with Charlotte architect and developer
Jim Gross starting work on a condominium development at the Lance building and looking to put a
restaurant in the neighboring Park Elevator site.
.:..4:i
,ta:::l
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Before and after: An old warehouse-type building in Charlotte has been renoaated into a restaurant and brewery
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Client Service Personified
Little 8 Associntes specializes ln satisfying The Customer, By lim Hughes

illiam B. "B7ll" Little, AIA, built North
Carolina's largest architectural firm on a
simple premise: The needs of the client
must always take precedence over the
demands of the architect's ego.
This client-centered philosophy has carried Charrottebased Little & Associates Architects to the top of the
profession. Today, with 200 employees and revenues
approaching $20 million, it ranks among the nation,s top
35 firms. Its client list reads like a Who's Who of North
Carolina business
First Union National Bank,

NationsBank, Sara Lee, Harris-Teeter
and Coca Cola
Consolidated Bottling,
just to name a few.
"The defining difference between us
and other firms is the
passion to put the
client first," Little said
in a recent interview.
"The job of the architect is to create value

men, innovation and inventiveness with a strict adherence to budget parameters, Little & Associates truly lives
up to its belief of doing 'whatever it takes, to satisfy the

customer."
Earlier in7995, Little & Associates was named
Supplier of the Year by the Corporate Real Estate
Division of First union National Bank. It marked the culmination of a close working relationship that has lasted
more than a quarter-century.
"Over the years, there have been a lot of changes as
First Union has evolved into one of the nation,s top ten
largest financial insti-

tutions," said

Joe

Tronco, the bank's
senior vice president
in charge of real
estate. "The one constant has been our

relationship with Bill
Little and Little &
Associates. Their
commitment to quali-

ty design, creative
problem-solving and
superior customer
service is something
we know we can
always count on."

for the client. It's not
about winning design
awards. It's not about
the applause of your
peers or the critics.
"To us, the highest
DESIGN FOR
award is to hear the
GROWTH
B|II Little (center) flanked by seaeral Little & Associates leaders (clockclient say our design
wise from lower left): Murphy Trogdon (s-D aisualization); Barbqra
works beyond their
Another way Little
c.h1js!ia.y, AIA (specifications); Iim williams, AIA (design);lim Gamble,
expectations. That's
(Iand planning); Bob Bazemore,IIDA (interior disign); susan
&
Associates
stays
4!LA
really the only award
Hensey, AIA (computer-assisted facilities management).
close to its customers
worth winning,"
is its entrepreneurial
Little said.
structure. The firm is
Nevertheless, the firm has recently eamed some long- divided into seven specialized divisions-office, schools,
overdue national attention for its commitment to serving colleges, manufacturing, retail, govemment and financial
its clients. The high point came last November, when it
institutions. Each division is auionomous and led by a
beat out all the architectural and engineering firms in
principal of the firm. The divisions share a corporate
America for the first-ever Client Service Award from A/E core that runs the business and provides tech;logical
Marketing lournal, a leading industry trade publication. support.
In presenting the award, the editors noted that "Little
The structure guarantees that clients always have a
& Associates was the obvious choice for this inaugural specialist for whatever job they need done. ,,if you,ve
award. By melding creativity, excePtional business acu- got the best school designers in the country, it doesn,t
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make sense to put them to work on an office building or
a shopping center or a branch office for a bank " Little

said.

"Another advantage is the corporate core takes care of
work. You know, at the core oi
their being, every architect wants to run their own firm.
But most don't make it. They run into trouble with the
business end of it. Our structure frees up the architects
to focus on serving the client and creating innovative
designs. It creates a nice synergy," he said.
The idea to form specialized divisions came to Little
in the mid-1980s after he read Tom Peters' In Search of
Excellence. It changed the way he thought about running
the business, and started the firm on a
growth spurt that
shows no signs of
slowing.
"The whole point of
the book is that small is
beautiful, small is
smart, small is customer-centered. Big is
just the opposite.
Bureaucratic, dumb,
slow, unresponsive,"
Little said. "We were
kind of in-between. We
seemed to have most of
the faults of a big companf , and very few of
the advantages of
being small."
80 percent of the drudge

The idea lookeC

good on paper, but it
didn't seem to work.
At least not at first.
Then in 7989, Little was

diagnosed with chronic
fatigue syndrome.

"I was so tired and
depressed I lost interest
in work. I had to step
back from the firm," he
said. "And a funny

level is to let go of the wheel. That was really a revelation. So, as strange as it sounds, the chronic fatigue
turned out to be a godsend."
THE FUTURE
What's ahead for Little and his firm? "Actually, the
younger generation is leading the firm right now," he
said. 'Phil Kuttner is president, and oversees day-today management of the firm with the help of the division heads. It's in their hands now.
"The satisfaction for me today comes from seeing
the young people in our firm succeed. It used to be
that the buildings
excited me. I remember my first building

Olympic High

-School right here in
in 7967. I
did the design and the
working drawings,
and mothered it
through from start to
finish. I watched the
columns come out of
the ground and the
beams go up, and I
had never felt such
pride and excitement.
To see something I
had envisioned take
Charlotte ,

shape and become

reality was a special
thrill.
"Today the thrill
comes from seeing the
young people we've
hired rise to the challenge, succeed in our
firm, gain prestige in
the community, and
achieve all the things
they'd have in their
own firm, except even
better. That's what

Little E Associates designed a 250,000 square foot corpornte headthing happened. Once I quarters for Sara Lee Knit Products that features balconies, n cafeteria, excites me today.
"We're ready to
was out of the way, our a health center, walkingljogging trails, gazebos and outdoor dining
PHOTO BY RICK ALEXANDER A ASSOCIATES
complete the transfer
division heads sudden- areas.
of ownership to the
ly had the freedom to
do their jobs. The new structure began to produce
younger generation over the next 10 years. In fact, we
results. The firm started to grow.
expect to double the number of partners in our firm
"Until I got sick, I was still a dictator. The division
during this period. No other architectural firm in the
heads had to come to me before doing anything. The
Southeast-perhaps the nation-has such an ambitious
new structure was a sham. It couldn't work. It took my
ownership plan.
"We want to be known as The Opportunity Firm,"
getting sick to realize other people could step up to the
Little said. "A place where tomorrow's leaders-the
plate and do the job. And, as it turned out, do it much,
much better than I could," he said.
best young architects, designers, engineers and business
"What I learned from that experience is that someprofessionals-can come and grow and take this firm to
times the best way to steer your business to a higher
an even higher level."
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r LDocuments
Make Life Easier
oooFor Most Of fJs.
One of the real benefits of using currentAlA Documents is you can save time
and money by eliminating the need to draft a completely new document for
every transaction. Documents are court tested and are updated regularly to
reflect changes in indusfy and construction practices, technology, insurance,
and legal precedent. You can choose from more than 120 contracts and forms

that help to clarify your rights and obligations
t:z
'{",",,n
and those of the client, contractor, and con!.
Fr".,*'r'"1".,.:14il
sultant. It's no wonderAlA Documents are
FUt L SERVICE DISTRIBUTOR
FULL
accepted throughout the construction industry.
They make life so much easier ... for most of
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
us. Contact us for details.
OF ARCHITECTS
n

W

1

AIA North Carolina
15 West Morgan Street
Raleigh, NC 27601

(e1e) 833-6656

AIA Documents.

.

.the

foundation for building agreements.
@
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Off The Drawirg Board
Architecture Week Celebrated; National Conaention Coming To Charlotte;
Directlry Updates; leffersln Memorial Architect Honored
orth Carolina citizens were
treated this spring to a
wide variety of activities
intended to increase public
awareness and apprecia-

tion of architecture and the profession.

April

14-20 was declared as

Architecture Week in a proclamation
from Governor James B. Hunt Jr.
The local AIA components across
the state planned and organized a

diverse palette of events. In Charlotte,

AIA members participated in a highlysuccessful birdhouse design competi-

tion to benefit Habitat for Humanity.
The AIA Charlotte Design Awards
were presented the evening of April 19
as part of a gala celebration of architecture.
In Raleigh, elementary school students were treated to a "Scrap City"
exercise where an imaginary city was
created from scrap pieces of lumber,
recycled materials and glue. High
school students were invited to participate in a charrette examining possible
solutions to assorted eyesores in the
State's capital city. Other events included a sand sculpture contest, historic
tours and a Beaux Arts Ball.

AIA Wilmington presented awards
to the public for significant contributions to a quality built environment and
sponsored a community round table
discussion on local development issues.
AIA Piedmont sponsored a photography contest.
STUDY INDICATES BENEFITS FOR
DAYLIT SCHOOLS
A study of daylit schools in Johnston
County provides data that schools
which incorporate natural daylight and
passing solar energy save money on
energy bills and improve student performance.
Students who attended the daylit
schools out-performed the students in
non-daylit schools by five to 74 percent.
The energy consumed by the daylit
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schools was between22 and 64 percent
less than conventional schools in the
same county.
The Johnston County daylit schools
included in the study are the Four Oak
Elementary Schools, Clayton Middle
School and Selma Middle School. Each
of the schools has south-facing roof

monitors which allow natural daylight
into all major spaces and classrooms.
State-of-the-art lighting controls are
used to automatically adjust the electrical light levels.
The schools were designed by
Raleigh architectural firm Innovative
Design. Firm principal Michael

Nicklas, AIA, says "Daylighting in
schools not only produces tremendous
educational benefits and saves tens of
thousands of dollars every year for
each school, but daylighting costs very
little more to implement. These investments by school systems are being
recouped in one to three years."

WILMINGTON ARCHITECT
HONORS IEFFERSON MEMORIAL
DESIGNER
Thanks to the research, time and
effort of Wilmington architect Leslie N.
Boney fr., FAIA, the architect of the
Jefferson Memorial has twice been
posthumously honored.
John Russell Pope was responsible

for the design of the famed monument
in Washington, D.C., but died in 7937
before the project's completion.
In recent months, Pope and his work
on the Jefferson Memorial have been
honored by the American Institute of
Architects and the Building Ston
Institute. In both cases, Leslie Boney
prepared the nomination. The AIA
honor is the Henry Bacon Medal for
Memorial Architecture while the BSI
award is for a building that has stood
the test of time for at least 40 years.
Pope has ties to North Carolina as
he designed the "Temple of Love" in
the garden of a hunting lodge on the

Leslie

N. Boney lr., FAIA, proud to honor

lohn Russell Pope

Pembroke Jones estate in Wrightsville
Sound. This domed structure with concrete columns has been preserved and
is a focal point for the Landfall residential development.
Boney says, "l am particularly
pleased that this recognition be given
Mr. Pope 59 years after his death. At
that time, a vocal minority in the modern movement was critical of Mr. Pope
and this classical gem which he had
designed. While he had confidence in
his own design ability, the criticism by
his peers was surely a concern to him
in his dying days."

CHARLOTTE WILL HOST AIA

CONVENTION IN
The 2002

2OO2

AIA national convention is

coming to Charlotte.
At its March meeting in Annapolis,
Maryland, the Institute's Board of

Directors formally approved Charlotte
as the location.

ftre

2OOZ

event will be

held during the month of May.
The AIA national convention typi-

ffi

Architects

ffi

Generol Controctors, Engineers

fl

stote ond Locol Government officiols, Agency Representqtives

U

n4eOio, Advertisers, Miscelloneous Subscribers

!

Corporote Leoders, Associotion Executives, Educotion Officiols, Hospitol Administrotors

As you con see, not only orchitects reod North Corolino
Architecfure, North Corolino Archifecture. which hos o totol
circulotion of 3,500 reoders per issue, reoches people in oll
sorts

of professions ocross North Corolino os well os in other

stotes. Plus, Norfh Corolino Architecture is seen cls more thon
just o mogozine. lt is used os o reference thot our reoders con
use over ond over ogoin. In foct,

we've found thot 697" of our
reoders keep their copies of the mogozine for of leost four
months ond 641" sove the mogozine for reference ond future
use. So toke o closer look of Norfh Corotino Archifecfure
the
voice of North Corolino orchitects.

cally attracts nearly 10,000 architects
nationwide and includes a major building products exposition.

Gravely owns his own firm in

Sam T. Snowdon,

GUIDELINES FOR SINGLE.PRIME
ADOPTED
By unanimous vote, the State
Building Commission has adopted procedures and criteria for authorization to
use an alternative contracting method.
"Alternative contracting" includes the
use of single-prime contracting for public projects in excess of $500,000.
The guidelines must still be
approved, however, by the

Administrative Review Commission
and a newly-formed Legislative Rules
Review Comrhission.
Under the guidelines, local or state
agencies may ask the State Building
Commission for permission to use single-prime if the project meets one or
more of the following criteria:
. Special technology or equipment;
o lJnusual complexity involving

unconventional construction techniques, materials or unusual working
conditions;
. Major renovations or an addition
requiring continuous coordination necessary to protect public health and safe-

ty;

AIA, of

Laurinburg will receive a special AIA

North Carolina presidential citation
during the Chapter'sMay 22
Legislative Day event in Raleigh.

lists;

. An accelerated

schedule because

of actual or impending judicial intervention.
HONORS AND APPOINTMENTS

Clinton E. Gravely, AlA,

James H. Boniface, AIA, of
Charlotte has been appointed to a legislative lien law study commission by
Senate president pro tem Marc

Basnight.

Snowdon, a former president of AIA

1995 DIRECTORY UPDATE

North Carolina and chairman of AIA-

The 1,996 AIA North Carolina
Directory was published in late
January. Included in the directory are
listings for more than 500 AIA members firms. That list did not include the
following firms and principals.

PAC, recently resigned as chair of the
N. C. Building Code Council following
many years of volunteer service to the
state.
Pearce, Brinkley, Cease and Lee of

Raleigh won first place in the 1995 CSI
Bidability and Buildability Contest,
sponsored by the Triangle chapter of
CSI. The awards are presented to firms
which prepare the most precise and
understandable plans and specifications. The winning entry was for additions and renovations to Briarcliff
Elementary School.
The Smith Sinnett Associates of
Raleigh won second place for
Jacksonville Middle School. Third place
was shared by DS Atlantic for the
AMP, Inc. N.C. Distribution Center and

DTW Architects of Durham for an
office building project.

o Extensive repairs or renovations to

buildings on the State or U.S. historic

News Building in Boone.

Greensboro.

Philip G. Freelon, AIA, of Durham
is a recent graduate of Leadership
North Carolina, an innovative new program designed to help rising leaders
understand the state's social and economic problems as well as opportuni-

Kenneth Martin, AIA
Kenneth Martin, AIA, Architect
5244Lake Edge Drive
Holly Springs, NC 27540
(979) 557-5244

Allison H. Pell, III, AIA
Allison Pell Architecture & Design
27

66 Stanley-Lucia Road

Mt. Holly, NC

28120

(704) 827-7778

Geoffrey Hoffman, AIA
Resort/Residential of the
Carolinas, Inc.
6965 Golden Bay Court
Sherrill's Ford, NC 28673
(704) 483-3258

Talmage R. Payne,

AIA

TRP Architecture
3503 Gramercy Road

Greensboro, NC 2741,0

ties.

(910) 288-4375

Derald M. West, AIA, of Blowrng
Rock has won an award from the
Boone Area Chamber of Commerce for
best new building design. West was
honored for his work on the Singing

K.C. Ramsay, AIA
Henningson Durham &

of.

Greensboro was honored as
Outstanding Architect of the Year by
the North Carolina chapter of the

National Organization of Minority
Architects. Licensed since "1,967,

Richardson
1001

Wofford Lane

Raleigh, NC 27609
Q19) 878-3397

Contributions to "Off The Drawing Board" are
welcome and should be mailed to:
North Carolina Architecture
4717 North Roxboro Road, Suite 210
Durham, NC 27704
(91e) 477-4588

Or information can be faxed to:
(919) 477 -6368

The correct phone number of
Lehmann Mehler Hirst Associates in
Chapel

AIA, is an AIA member employed by
Middleton McMillan Architects in
Charlotte; David R. |ones, AIA, is an
AIA member employed by Howell
Associates Architects in Boone; and
Hood Herring Architects of
Wilmington also has an office in Wilson
at21.3 E. Nash Street, 27893, (919) 399-

2700.
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Hill is (919) 493-1,033.

In addition: James N. Thackston,

E.I . BROWN )
ASSOCIATES s
Spuializing in Feasitility Sfidies, Prelininay fudgets, Coneptual CostEstimates,

Annt|

Surueys,

Denikd Cost Estimates, Value Analysis nd Consnvctbn Managenent.
Hso offeing CACES urd CES Fumats.

Amican Sc:Hy of Proftst'ttrC

Effirs

Construciion Spec rstitute
American Association of Cost Engineers
Professional Corsf uclion Estimaton Association
Socie$ of American Value Engineers
I

Eddie J. Brown, C.P.E.
815 Old Winston Rd..P.0. Box 746
Kernersville, NC 27285
Phone (910) 996-3791
Fax (910) 996-0287

ARGHN
Architectural Software for AutoCAD@
Realize time savings,
increased productivity,
and out$tanding value.
. Support your architectural
: design process.
r Create production drawings and

.
.

design visualizations.
Uses industry standard layering
formats or create your own.
ARCHT comes with over 2.100

pre-defined blocks in plan, elevation, and 3D.

. Online help, manuals and tutorials.

ARCHT enhances AutoCAD with a thoughtful, comprehensive design
philosophy based on the components and assemblies of a building. You
conceive the idea, then use ARCHT to leverage the production of drawings,
models. and documentation.
ZilAutodesk"
Regi3ter€d Appli(ation

iW

Developer

KEF] EV

sortware & supporr
" ^D

6601 NE 78th Court, A-8
Portland, Oregon 97218 USA

800-458-0690

:

503-252-g2g}
Fax 503-252-3668
ARCHT and Draw it once! are registered trademarks
of KETIVTechnologies, Inc., Portland, Oregon, USA.
Alt other oroduct names are trademarks of their
respective companies.

Ahead In North Carolina Architecture
Summer o Residential Design

Winter .

Fall . AIA North Carolina Design Awards
Projects Produced by N.C.'s November'93 Referendum
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CADre
CAD Solutions
for Design

AutoCAD
Softdesk Architectural &
Engineering Solutions

Training Classes
Certifted

for

Professional
Development
Credit Hours.

Windows & Doors

BRTGK GO.

Brinkley Lumber Co.
Valdese

''SERVING RALEIGH, THE TRIANGLE
and EASTERN NORTH CAROLINA"

PROTIUGTS

Professionals
Computer Systems
Hewlett-Packard Plotters

IUIARUTN

USTOTUI

Carolina Builders Corporation
Greenville

FACE BRICK
HAND-MADE BRICK
GLAZED BRICK

Carolina Builders Interiors

PAVERS

Winston-Salem

MORTAR
MORTAR ADDITIVES

Carolina Millwork

STRUCTUR

Chapel

Hill

Wilmington

AL GLAZED FACING TILES

SUPPLTERS
Lee 'Taylor Clay . Boren. Isenhour . Nash
Pine Hall . Old Virginia . Bickerstalf
Palmetto . Cherokee Sanford. Richtex
Triangle . Glen-Gery . Merry . Delta-Macon
Ashe. General Shale. Lynchburg
Cunningham. Lawrenceville . Old Carolina
Southern . Stark Ceramics

Hickory
Cleveland Lumber Company
Shelby

D & H Design
Garner
E.W. Godwin's & Sons

Wilmington

l6l3

Old Louisburg Rd. Raleigh, NC 27604
P.O. Box 6579, Raleigh, NC 27628
(9r9) 832-2804 - l (800) 543-1866
FAX: (919) 832-01l0

Fitch Lumber Co.
Carrboro
Goodman Millwork
Salisbury

cad-re ('kad-ree) n.
Guilford Builders Supply

l. A group ofhighly trained personnel
capable of training others.
2. A nucleus around which an

Insurance
Management
Consultants,
Inc.

expanded organization can be built.

A

Authorized
AutoCAD
Dealer

M&WBuildingSupply
Boone
E.L. Monison Lumber Co.
Concord
Executive Woodsmith

Charlotte

Mecklenburg Lumber Co.

Autodesk@

Xftdesk

Charlotte

Serving

So

Design Professionals

Restoration Woodworks
Hillsborough

in North Carolina

Raleigh Specialty Products
Raleigh

and South Carolina

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Safrit's Building Supply
P

rofessi o n al

Li

abi I ity

I

n su r an

ce

and loss Prevention Specia/ist

Walnut Street
Cary, NC 27512
Phone: 9191319-9007
97 5

FAX: 9191319-6767

Hap Todd -

President

P.O. Box 2457
Cornelius, NC 28031
I

(704) 892-9937
Fax (704) 896-7883
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Beaufort
Stephenson

Millwork

Wilson
Sunqest,Inc.
Newton

Window & Door Concepts
Fletcher

IIIJ
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The new Marvin Clad Sliding
French Door combines
beauty and performance in
a highly functional sliding
door Our clad sliding French
door features an extruded
aluminum, low maintenance
exterior. lt meets and exceeds
the toughest coating specification in the industry, AAMA 605. On the inside you'll be
rmpressed by our wood interior, no nail hole

design, and elegant door handles. And, while all sliding doors
slide, no other door slides as
smoothly, freely, and
\*
quietly as ours. Visit your
local Marvin dealer for
test-slide.
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a
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Distributed in North Carolina
Premier Millwork
Concord, North Carolina
800-937-3263
PART

+ 1997.0790

THE KETSIOI\E CONNECTION. . .
FOR MORE THAN IUST LIP SERWCEI
o

Pin - Unit Interlach

t Unparalleled technical sapport
, Unlimited design options

Kevstone Standard

Unit
Sculptured Rock Face

IEYSTO}IE

firYsroxE

TRIAD NAJONRY

TRIAD TAIoNNY

CAROTINAS

RALEIGH.DURHAT{

tATERtALt,lNC.

trlATERlAtt,lNC.

5,813 Triangle Drive

113

Rlleish, NC 27613

Albermorle, NC 93002

G,eensboro, NC 27419

(me) 783-fin

(soo) 3s8-st88

(eoo) ue-6se4

P.O. Box
Charlotte,

69264
NC 98966-9964

(8oo) 545-5080

112 Stagecoach Trail

Aquodale Road

RFR}NINC WAII- S\STEI!€

p.o. Box 669264 o Charlott", NC 282669264 o (704) 597-5080

r

(800) 545-5080

.

FAX (7O4) s27-3383

